Analysis of antisense oligonucleotides by on-capillary isotachophoresis and capillary polymer sieving electrophoresis.
An attempt was made to evaluate the stability of an antisense oligonucleotide against nucleases present in HBL 100ras cells. To detect nanomolar concentrations of the oligonucleotide, a sensitive detection system was required. A combination of capillary electrophoresis/laser-induced fluorescence (CE-LIF) with fluorescence derivatization did not improve the sensitivity significantly and also resulted in loss of separation of the derivatized sample. On-column isotachophoresis for the preconcentration of oligonucleotide samples in DB-17 coated capillaries filled with hydroxyethyl cellulose solution could be an alternative. The isotachophoresis (ITP) step allows injection of up to 40% of the capillary volume without loss in peak resolution and peak efficiency. Using ITP-capillary polymer sieving electrophoresis (CPSE), the limit of quantitation at a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 was 73 ng/mL for a 12-mer oligonucleotide. Using these conditions, the gain in sensitivity was 125.